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 Abstract 
 The Parking Assistant is a small, modular product designed to alleviate many of the annoyances 
 associated with parking vehicles in larger parking garages. Consis�ng of an RF communica�on protocol, 
 an IR sensor, a camera, and the compu�ng power to run, the Parking Assistant is designed to seamlessly 
 sense when a car arrives in a parking space, take a picture of its license plate, and log how long the car 
 was sta�onary for. This informa�on is communicated to a Central Logger at the payment sta�on at the 
 exit. This report will delve into the design of the product, how that design was verified, and the 
 cost/effort put into implemen�ng that design. Future improvements that can be made will also be 
 outlined in the conclusion of this report. 
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 1. Introduc�on 

 1.1 Problem & Solu�on Overview 

 It is difficult to argue against the idea that traffic conges�on is one of the more annoying aspects of 
 driving. Conges�on causes more fuel burn, more delays, and can even cause health problems due to 
 higher concentra�ons of air pollu�on, according to a survey by the University of Surrey [1]. The US 
 Department of Transporta�on’s Federal Highway Administra�on notes 7 causes of conges�on: traffic 
 incidents, work zones, weather, fluctua�ons in normal traffic, special events, traffic control devices, and 
 physical bo�lenecks [2]. Of these 7 causes, 3 (fluctua�ons in normal traffic, special events, and physical 
 bo�lenecks) have to do with traffic volume reaching road capacity. These capacity issues, while possible 
 to correct on tradi�onal roads, are extremely difficult to correct in parking lots. In order to remain 
 economically viable, parking lots are required to maintain as many parking spaces as possible, reducing 
 traffic capacity available for entrances, passages, and exits. The need to collect �ckets at the entrance 
 further reduces traffic volume capacity as each vehicle needs to stop for a few seconds in an already 
 bo�lenecked part of the parking lot. Even worse is that cars, once they collect their �cket, are forced to 
 pay for �me they spent roaming around the parking lot in search of a space. All these aspects of parking 
 lots cause customer dissa�sfac�on. 

 This parking lot entrance bo�leneck issue is what we are solving with this project. Further need for our 
 solu�on can be found in a report released by the Interna�onal Parking & Mobility Ins�tute in 2018 
 underscoring the need for be�er parking lot entrance systems. Of the professionals in parking, 
 transporta�on, and mobility surveyed, 46% said that there is demand for technology to improve access 
 control systems. Our problem is that the parking lot customer experience is too poor due to conges�on 
 at the entrance and having to pay fees while looking for a parking space. 

 Our solu�on is to create a parking lot system that can remotely scan license plates and sense car 
 movement to design a car payment system that is able to communicate with a central logger to handle 
 payment systems without needless effort and materials. Our solu�on will combat the problem by 
 automa�ng all previously man-made bo�lenecks at the entrance of the parking lot and delega�ng those 
 responsibili�es to individual modules located at each parking space. With our solu�on, we will eliminate 
 the physical �cket, the need for cars to queue at the entrance, and needlessly wasted money spent by 
 drivers roaming the parking lot in search of a spot. 
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 1.2 Visual Aid 

 Figure 1. Visual Aid 

 1.3 High-level requirements list 
 ●  The automated parking assistant must be able to read a license plate to 85% (368/433 cars) 

 accuracy when condi�ons are ‘reasonable’ (clear condi�ons, i.e - no obstruc�on in front of the 
 camera) 

 ●  The automated parking assistant must be able to determine how long a car was parked and send 
 the data via RF to the central logger system with a total latency not exceeding 5 minutes. 

 ●  The automated parking assistant must be able to withstand harsh weather condi�ons (-40°C to 
 40°C), waterproof (IPX4), and shock resistant (func�onal a�er a 10 �. drop) 

 1.4 Block Diagram and Descrip�ons 

 The parking assistant consisted of two parts, the PCB and the Central Logger System. The PCB was 
 divided into five separate systems: the RF System, the Camera System, the IR Sensor System, the Control 
 System, and the Power System. 

 The PCB facilitated communica�on between itself and the Central Logger System using a LoRa RF 
 transceiver module. Using a 915 MHz signal, the signal was strong enough to be detected at long 
 distances and through concrete structures found in many parking garages. It transmi�ed the length of 
 �me the car was parked for and the license plate number to the Central Logger System, which will 
 facilitate the payment process. This data was encrypted to prevent unnecessary sharing of poten�ally 
 personal data. 
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 Figure 2. Block Diagram 

 The data transmi�ed to the PCB was obtained from the Camera System and the IR Sensor System. The IR 
 Sensor System consisted of an IR sensor that was triggered when it detected that a car was entering or 
 exi�ng the parking spot it was placed in front of. Using �mestamps when this sensor was triggered, the 
 length of �me the car was parked for in the parking space could be calculated. The Camera System took 
 an image of each car’s license plate. Once installed, the camera could be focused to guarantee that the 
 image was taken under as favorable condi�ons as possible. For our purposes, we were assuming 
 favorable ligh�ng condi�ons without extreme weather occurrences. 

 Using this image, the Control System (consis�ng of a microcontroller) was responsible for using the 
 characters of the license plate to iden�fy each vehicle separately. The Control System was also 
 responsible for calcula�ng the amount of �me each vehicle was parked for using the �mestamps from 
 the IR Sensor System. 

 Powering all this was the Power System. The Power System needed to accept wall power (120V-240V AC 
 current) and output both 5V and 3.3V to power all the other systems on the PCB. Given that each 
 parking assistant module would be implemented permanently, we decided to go with a ba�ery-less 
 setup as portability was far less important than reliability in our case. 
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 The Central Logger System was the only dis�nct system separate from the PCB. The Central Logger 
 System would be present on a client’s computer that could communicate with each of the Parking 
 Assistants via the aforemen�oned RF. The Central Logger System stored a log of when vehicles parked 
 and le� along with their detected license plate numbers such that the billing process can easily be 
 completed. 
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 2. Design 

 2.1 Design Procedure 
 The ini�al procedure for the design of the Parking Assistant involved deciding which parts were 
 necessary for the opera�on of the en�re system. Ini�al designs for the Parking Assistant did not include 
 en�re systems present on the final design. In this sec�on, we will discuss the ra�onale behind each of 
 the 6 systems on the design. 

 The usage of a LoRa RF communica�on protocol was chosen based on our needs for the signal to be able 
 to travel long distances reliably through en�re parking lots. Compa�bility with SPI was also a plus, as we 
 were planning to use SPI with all of our other systems. Alterna�ves to LoRa in the form of Wi-Fi and 
 Bluetooth were abandoned due to shorter ranges and in the case of Wi-Fi, the need for a separate 
 router. 

 Given that one of our core objec�ves for the Parking Assistant was to accurately read license plates, the 
 presence of a camera was never ques�oned. The Camera System used an Arducam because of its ‘jack of 
 all trades’ nature. Widespread compa�bility, high resolu�on, and thorough documenta�on meant that 
 the Arducam had no compe��on. 

 The IR Sensor System’s inclusion in the final design was highly dependent on the availability of a 
 longer-range IR sensor. A longer-range IR sensor was placed because we decided that the Camera System 
 should be placed such that any picture taken from the same loca�on would reliably take a coherent 
 image regardless of the posi�on of the car. This required the camera to be placed further away from 
 where a car would be parked to account for possible shi�s in posi�on of the car. As all PCB systems are 
 directly connected to each other and placed in a small housing, placing the camera further away also 
 meant placing the IR  sensor further away. 

 For the Control System, we chose the  STM32H743BIT6  for its powerful high-performance processor, the 
 ARM Cortex-M7. Since we were planning on running an OCR program on the microcontroller, we needed 
 one that was powerful enough to be able to process the image in a �mely manner. We were originally 
 going with the STM32H743VIH6 since they were cheaper, but they were all sold out by the �me we were 
 planning on ordering our components for the project. 

 The Power System used a USB-C input head to supply power to the board. We decided on a USB-C input 
 because they are very easy to come by which made them more accessible which helps with scalability. 
 The Power System also incorporated the use of an LD1117 voltage regulator that could convert the 
 incoming 5V current from the USB port into 3.3V 800mA current since some of our components that we 
 were using require 3.3V to be supplied to the input. 
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 The Central Logger System was built around compa�bility with a wide range of computers. Since this 
 product needed to be able to be implemented across a wide range of client computers with as li�le 
 hassle as possible, we decided to connect an RF module (the same as the modules in the RF System) to 
 the computer via USB and run a simple program that can log when a car entered a parking space and 
 le�. The details would be stored in a lightweight .csv file on the client’s computer, ensuring widespread 
 compa�bility. 

 2.2 Design Details 
 In this sec�on, the overall schema�c will be parsed. As a reference, Figure 3 shows the schema�c in its 
 en�rety. 

 Figure 3. Overall Schema�c 

 2.2.1 Power System 
 Based on the datasheets, all of the components accepted either 3.3V or 5V [3] so we needed to be able 
 to supply those two voltages in the PCB. Common wall adapters that use USB-C inputs supply 5V so we 
 only needed to be able to supply 3.3V with the 5V. There were capacitors that were installed to stabilize 
 the voltages that can be seen in Figure 4. 10 μF capacitors were used to stabilize the 5V output supplied 
 by the USB-C connec�on to the 3.3V regulator and the components that required 5V, the IR sensor and 
 camera. 100nF and 10 nF capacitors were used to stabilize the 3.3V output from the regulator to ensure 
 a steady output of 3.3V to the other components like the RF transceiver and the microcontroller. 
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 Figure 4. Power System Schema�c 

 2.2.2 IR System 
 Figure 5 was provided in the datasheet for the IR sensor that displayed the rela�onship between the 
 output voltage and the inverse of the distance [4]. Since it is an approximately linear increase, the slope 
 can be calculated with  . With the  𝑚    =    ( 𝑦 

 2 
−  𝑦 

 1 
)    /    ( 𝑥 

 2 
−  𝑥 

 1 
) = ( 2 .  5 −  2 ) / ( 0 .  01 −  0 .  006 ) =  125 

 slope, the equa�on for the line can be found using the point-slope formula (Eq 2.2.2.1) to get the 
 equa�on:  where  is the output voltage and  is the inverse of the distance  away  𝑦 =  125  𝑥 +  1 .  25  𝑦  𝑥 
 from the IR sensor. 

 𝑦 −  𝑦 
 1 

=  𝑚 ( 𝑥 −  𝑥 
 1 
)

 𝑦 −  2 .  5 =  125 ( 𝑥 −  0 .  01 )
 𝑦 =  125  𝑥 +  1 .  25 

 (Eq. 2.2.2.1) 

 In order to calculate the distance away an object is from the IR sensor, the linear equa�on was 
 manipulated to obtain the distance as a func�on of the output voltage:  where  𝑑 =  125/ ( 𝑦 −  1 .  25 )  𝑑 
 is the distance from an object to the IR sensor and  is the output voltage from the IR sensor. With this  𝑦 
 equa�on, it was possible to calculate the distance the IR sensor detected simply based on the output 
 voltage that was supplied to the microcontroller. 
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 Figure 5. IR Sensor Distance Characteris�cs 

 2.2.3 Camera System 
 An interface was developed by Arducam to test the features of the camera with an Arduino. The GUI can 
 be seen in Figure 6. There are many different fields that can be modified such as the pixel density, 
 resolu�on, and camera mode. If the resolu�on and pixel density was set too high, the picture would be 
 corrupted due to the lack of compu�ng power on the Arduino to successfully take a clear picture. Based 
 on some trial and error, we decided that having a pixel rate of 5640 and a resolu�on of 800x480 was 
 ideal for taking pictures of the license plate since it was clear enough to be read as well as small enough 
 for the Arduino to render successfully with consistency. Rather than having a con�nuous video feed, we 
 set the mode to ‘Single’ to take singular images to conserve compu�ng power and storage space. 

 Figure 6. Arducam GUI 

 2.2.4 Control System 
 Our choice for the microcontroller for this project was largely guided by the supported MCU’s listed 
 under  TensorFlow Lite  ’s website that outlines all  the supported MCU types [5]. They specifically men�on 
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 STM32746 Discovery kit that runs on a Cortex M7 Microcontroller, due to lack of availability for the exact 
 M7 model used, we chose to go with the STM32H743BIT6. 

 Figure 7. Microcontroller Schema�c 

 2.2.5 RF System 
 The use of low frequency to transmit the packets was intended to be able to transmit the packets at long 
 distances. With the RF transceiver that was chosen, the datasheet stated that the simple antenna can 
 transmit 200-500 meters away [6] with line-of-sight which was much higher than our requirements since 
 we required the transceiver to be able to transmit 150 � away, which is about 45 m. Since the simple 
 antenna was sufficient, there was no need to install a more complex antenna that would cost more. 

 2.2.6 Central Logger System 
 The central logger system was intended to be easy to read with all of the important details visible, the 
 license plate number and �mestamp. A program was developed to receive the transmi�ed packet from 
 the transceiver in the main module to the central logger system and log in a CSV file. The accuracy of the 
 �mestamp should only need to be precise to a few seconds since most parking lots only have increments 
 to the minute. 
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 3. Verifica�on 

 3.1 Power System 

 Figures 8 and 9. Power System Verifica�on 

 The verifica�on for the Power System was performed using probes connected to a mul�meter. In order 
 for this to be possible, we needed both the USB-C connector and the voltage regulator soldered onto the 
 board. Due to our workflow process, we had everything else soldered as well. Once everything was 
 soldered in place to the PCB, we probed the legs of the voltage regulator and obtained the necessary 
 values as specified in our RV table (Appendix B). As Figure 8 and Figure 9 show, voltage values of 5.0 ± 
 0.2V and 3.3 ± 0.2V were obtained as expected. 

 3.2 IR System 
 Two tests were performed to verify the IR System, one before the soldering took place and one a�er. The 
 first test involved connec�ng the IR sensor directly to an Arduino and using it to determine the distance 
 between itself and an object a set distance away. This test verified the IR sensor’s accuracy for objects at 
 the 1-1.5 meter range as needed by our design. This gave us the confidence to use this module for our 
 final design. 

 The second test involved the IR sensor a�er it was soldered to the PCB. Once the connec�ons between 
 the IR sensor and the Control System were made, a status LED separately installed on the PCB would be 
 set-up to flash when the output voltage of the IR sensor reached a certain value such that it would signal 
 when an object is at a set distance away. This was also verified by moving an object closer and further 
 from the IR sensor and seeing if the status LED would flash as expected. 
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 3.3 Camera System 
 Some camera systems have difficulty capturing images in various temperatures due to the delicate 
 nature of the sensors and lenses. In order to verify whether the camera we were using was suitable for 
 the task in any weather, our first test involved placing the camera in environments of various 
 temperatures and tes�ng the func�onality. We tested the warm weather func�onality of the camera by 
 placing it in a hot water bath for 5 minutes, then tes�ng it. We tested the cold weather func�onality of 
 the camera by placing the system in a freezer for 5 minutes, then tes�ng it again. In both cases the 
 Camera System performed as expected. 

 Once the opera�ng condi�ons of the Camera System were established, we moved onto tes�ng the 
 camera’s func�onality. The camera would be set up with the Arduino Uno we were using to verify 
 individual components. When we ran the program for the camera, we manually sent a signal to the 
 camera using the SPI communica�on protocol to take an image. Below is an example of one of those 
 images. 

 Figure 10: An example image taken with the Camera System during tes�ng 

 Something to note is that the camera’s performance was hampered by the tes�ng process as we were 
 physically holding the camera and taking images at various distances and angles without focusing the 
 camera before each shot or adjus�ng for glare. When implemented, the Camera System setup will be 
 fine-tuned to ensure a consistent shot every �me. 

 3.4 Control System 
 Since the Control System was at the heart of the en�re product and connected to all the systems on the 
 PCB, the first step in the verifica�on process was to make sure that the microcontroller unit (MCU) could 
 be recognized when connected to a computer. This was how we verified that one of the MCUs failed as a 
 result of an orienta�on mistake during the soldering process. The other chip was recognized as normal. 

 The remaining tests involved seeing if the chip was able to be connected to the other Systems on the 
 PCB. Connec�on to the Power System was made and verified by tes�ng to see if the chip was receiving 
 any power at all by flashing to the chip and verifying the flash. Connec�on to the IR System was 
 established as expected which was verified using the status LED men�oned in Sec�on 3.2 by seeing if it 
 would flash when the IR sensor encountered an object at a set distance. 

 Unfortunately, connec�ons could not be made between the MCU and the RF System and the Camera 
 System. While we have no doubt that this would be possible given enough �me, the lack of available 
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 libraries for us meant that we were unable to implement and verify this sec�on of the Control System 
 requirements. 

 Another important feature of the microcontroller was the ability to iden�fy the license plate number 
 from the picture taken by the camera. Our OCR program was able to correctly iden�fy license plates 
 obtained from the Internet with an accuracy of about 85%. Furthermore, our code was able to iden�fy 
 80% of the characters on license plates we took with our camera we used for the main module correctly. 
 The accuracy could poten�ally be increased since the pictures that were taken have a lot of variance due 
 to human error as men�oned in the previous verifica�on sec�on. Once a consistent picture was able to 
 be taken, accuracy could poten�ally increase as well. 

 3.5 RF System 
 The RF System’s requirements involved the reliable transmission of data through any expected parking 
 structure so that the product could easily be implemented in a variety of parking lot/structure designs. 
 The first test was to verify that the RF System could transmit data over longer distances as not all parking 
 spaces are located near a singular point (where the Central Logger System would be located). We 
 decided on a distance of 150 ± 5 � despite LoRa’s capability for longer distances to ensure an accurate 
 signal would be received every �me. This was achieved by connec�ng two RF transceivers to each other 
 and sending packets back and forth between them over a distance of 150 �. 

 The second test ensured that the RF signal would be able to be transmi�ed through any structures that 
 might exist in parking lots. Since mul�-story parking garages tend to be concrete structures, we also 
 tested the RF signal could be transmi�ed through concrete pillars by placing each two RF transceivers 
 connected to each other behind separate concrete pillars. This was verified in an actual parking garage. 

 Lastly, we recognized that the RF signal would need to be encrypted due to the possibly personal nature 
 of the data being transmi�ed. By implemen�ng an encryp�on key, we were able to reduce the likelihood 
 of data compromise. This was verified by a�emp�ng to receive encrypted data without an encryp�on 
 key, in which case we would receive something u�erly unrecognizable. 
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 3.6 Central Logger System 
 The Central Logger System was responsible for the intake of data from all the Parking Assistants located 
 throughout the parking lot and using that informa�on to determine when a car entered and le� a 
 parking spot. The Central Logger System must therefore reliably receive incoming data from an RF 
 transceiver and be able to store it in an easy-to-read format. 

 To verify that an incoming signal from an RF transceiver was read correctly, a .csv file was set up that 
 would be able to receive any data manually inpu�ed into the RF transmi�er connected to the Central 
 Logger System. Below is an example of what the CSV file might look like as license plates are recognized 
 and sent to the Central Logger System. 

 Figure 11. Sample CSV file at the Central Logger 

 Given that CSV files in our case are lightweight in terms of their storage capacity, we determined that 
 10MB of storage would be sufficient to require for a large parking setup with many Parking Assistants. 
 This requirement was verified by checking the remaining storage in the computer used as the Central 
 Logger System as this can depend on which computer the Central Logger System is set up on. 
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 4. Costs 

 4.1 Parts 
 Table 1. Part Costs 

 Item  Manufacturer  Part #  Retail Cost  Bulk Cost 

 Camera  Arducam  OV2640  $25.99  $25.99 

 IR Sensor  Sharp  R316-GP2Y0A710YK  $14.00  $14.00 

 Microcontroller  STMicroelectronics  STM32H743BIT6  $21.10  $16.74 

 Transceiver  Adafruit Industries LLC  3070  $9.95  $9.95 

 Power supply  iMBAPrice  iMBA-5V500MA-1PK  $6.99  $6.99 

 Regulator  STMicroelectronics  LD1117 3.3V  $0.76  $0.33 

 Case  Polycase  XR-44PMBR  $6.41  $3.88 

 USB C Input  GCT  USB4110-GF-A  $0.47  $0.29 

 PCB  PCBWay  $5.00  $1.00 

 Module Cost  $90.67  $79.17 

 Transceiver  Adafruit Industries LLC  3070  $9.95  $9.95 

 Computer  Arduino  Arduino Nano  $13.00  $13.00 

 Total Cost  $113.62  $102.12 

 4.2 Labor 
 Based on UIUC’s ECE website, the average star�ng salary of a computer engineering student was $96,992 
 and the average star�ng salary of an electrical engineering student was $76,079 [7]. Since our team 
 contains two computer engineering students and one electrical engineering student, the average salary 
 for the three of us based on the website is $91,232. We es�mated that we each worked around 10 hours 
 per week on developing our prototype for the past eight weeks. 
 Furthermore, we needed help from the machine shop which is es�mated to cost $70/hr [8]. The work 
 that needed to be done on the case was rela�vely simple and Greg Benne�, the research lab shop 
 supervisor, es�mated it would take around four hours to finish it. 

 Student labor:  Average Salary = $91,232 ≈ $45/hr, 
 $45/hour x 10 hours/week x 8 weeks x 3 people x 2.5=  $27,000 

 Machine shop labor:  $70/hour x 4 hours =  $280 
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 5. Conclusions 

 5.1 Accomplishments 
 At the end of the semester, we were able to create a viable PCB design that supported a power input 
 that was both easy and cheap to use and scale. We were also able to iden�fy and procure components 
 that would work best for our device. For example,choosing the right IR sensor for our use case was key. 
 We wanted to be able to detect a car entering the lot within a range of distance and we successfully 
 managed to get the IR sensor to both detect as well as interact with the MCU. 

 Some other accomplishments during the dura�on of this project included being able to build and verify 
 each individual subsystem successfully. We also would like to acknowledge the knowledge gain we all 
 had having gone through this project. We strongly believe that we all learned something new having 
 worked on all the components of this project collabora�vely and equally. 

 5.2 Ethical Considera�ons 
 A poten�al ethical issue related to image data could arise if the images taken by our solu�on contain 
 sensi�ve data which may violate a person’s privacy and in turn violate the 1st Code of Ethic  [9]  . Our 
 solu�on thus aimed to avoid any sort of image data being transmi�ed by performing on-board image 
 segmenta�on and transmi�ng only the acquired license plate data (which is public knowledge) through 
 RF. This avoided any privacy breaches by disallowing any sensi�ve informa�on to be vulnerable during 
 transmission. To further avoid any iden�fiable informa�on such as License Plate numbers from being 
 used to track a person’s loca�on at a given �me, we also included an encryp�on algorithm that allows 
 the transmission of the plate numbers to be secure. 

 Another source of concern could be encountered while handling the payment informa�on, specifically 
 associa�ng license plates with Credit Cards(or other forms of payment). A simple way to deal with this 
 would be to make use of industry standard encryp�on protocols and make use of secure services to 
 facilitate payments. 

 5.3 Future Work 
 Due to the lack of so�ware support for a number of our components, specifically for our MCU choice, we 
 were unable to complete the system integra�on. To overcome this challenge, one of our primary goals is 
 to create support for these components and also share them as Open Source so�ware so that others 
 may benefit from our work. This will lead to a complete integra�on with every component. 

 Another area of the project that could benefit from work is the payment system. We hope to add in an 
 OAuth based payment system that would u�lize the informa�on that has been collected from the device 
 and also generate a secure pla�orm to conduct transac�ons. This pla�orm would be customizable for 
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 the client to tune the pricing as well as the UI. 

 Lastly, we would love to improve the scalability of this device, considering that all of our components 
 were bought in small quan��es, our costs can only get lower if we were to create bulk orders. Another 
 way to cut costs would be to make use of individual components rather than their development board 
 versions to avoid paying for pinouts that we don’t necessarily u�lize. 
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 Appendix A: PCB Design 

 Figure 12. PCB KiCAD Design 
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 Appendix B: Requirement and Verifica�on Table 
 Table 2 Power System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 
 (refer to 
 images) 

 1  Accept 120-240VAC as input 
 and output 5±.2 V. 

 Use a mul�meter to check the voltage going to 
 the PCB at the USB-C input. 

 Yes 

 2  Outputs 5±.2 V to the camera 
 and the IR sensor. 

 Use a mul�meter to check the voltage going to 
 the camera and IR sensor and see that it is 
 showing 5±.2 V 

 Yes 

 3  Outputs 3.3±.2 V to the 
 microcontroller and the 
 transceiver 

 Use a mul�meter to check the voltage going to 
 the microcontroller and transceiver and see that 
 it is showing 3.3±.2 V 

 Yes 

 Table 3 IR System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 

 1  The sensor must be able to detect 
 the car’s distance correctly within 
 10 cm. 

 Point the IR sensor at an object at a known 
 distance less than 2 meters away and check 
 the distance measured. 

 Yes 
 (video) 

 2  The sensor must be able to send a 
 signal to the microcontroller if an 
 object is iden�fied to be within 120 
 ± 10 cm of the sensor. 

 Point the IR sensor at an object 120 cm 
 away and check the status LED on the PCB 
 to see that it lights up. 

 Yes 
 (live demo) 
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 Table 4 Camera System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 

 1  The Camera System must be 
 func�onal between ambient 
 temperatures of -10°C to 40°C. 

 -10°C 
 Put the camera module in a freezer for 5 
 minutes and verify its func�onality. 

 40°C 
 Put the camera module in a warm water bath 
 for 5 minutes and verify its func�onality. 

 Yes 

 2  The Camera System must be able to 
 receive a signal from the 
 microcontroller that allows it to 
 take a picture and send the picture 
 data out. 

 Send a signal through the SPI that should 
 take a picture and verify whether or not the 
 output data stream contains the picture that 
 was taken. 

 Yes (video) 

 Table 5 Control System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 

 1  MCU is programmable.  Flash a program using  STM32CUBEIDE  and 
 verifying the flash. 

 Yes (live 
 demo) 

 2  MCU connects to the IR 
 subsystem 

 Use the  STATUS_LED  to verify that the object 
 has been detected within a given distance. 

 Yes (live 
 demo) 

 3  MCU connects to the RF 
 subsystem 

 Use the RF receiver connected to the central 
 logger to verify receiving a signal 

 No 

 4  MCU connects to the Camera 
 Subsystem 

 Verify that an image has been successfully 
 captured using the  STM32CUBEIDE 

 No 

 5  MCU connects to the Power 
 Subsystem 

 Verify that the MCU is successfully powered on.  Yes 

 6  The OCR program must be able 
 to correctly iden�fy the license 
 plate number from a picture 
 with an accuracy of 85% 

 The program will read 433 images of license 
 plates in the Kaggle License Plate Dataset, and it 
 must correctly iden�fy at least 368 of the 
 images. 

 Yes 

 7  The program must be able to 
 correctly iden�fy the license 
 plate number from the pictures 
 taken from the Camera System 
 with an accuracy of 80%. 

 20 pictures of license plates around UIUC 
 campus will be taken using the Camera System, 
 and it must correctly iden�fy 17 of the license 
 plates. 

 Yes (Live 
 Demo) 
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 Table 6 RF System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 

 1  The transceiver must be able to 
 successfully transmit the correct 
 data from a distance of 150 ± 5 � 
 to ensure a successful 
 communica�on over a long 
 distance. 

 Have a LoRa receiver successfully receive a 
 packet from the transceiver that is 150 ± 5 � 
 away. 

 Yes 
 (video) 

 2  The transceiver must be able to 
 successfully transmit the correct 
 data through concrete structures 
 to maintain a good signal in a car 
 parking lot. 

 Have a LoRa receiver successfully receive a 
 packet from the transceiver that is behind a 
 concrete structure. 

 Yes 
 (video) 

 3  The transceiver must be able to 
 encrypt and decrypt messages. 

 Have a pair of LoRa transceivers communicate 
 with each other with a set encryp�on key and 
 verify the message transmi�ed is successfully 
 decrypted. 

 Yes (live 
 demo) 

 Table 7 Central Logger System Requirements & Verifica�ons Table 

 #  Requirements  Verifica�ons  Verified? 

 1  The computer program must be 
 able to read the incoming RF 
 signals from the PCB using the USB 
 transceiver. 

 Send data packets using 915 MHz and see 
 if the computer receives the packets 
 through the transceiver. 

 Yes 
 (live demo) 

 2  The computer must have a 
 database of 10 MB to store the 
 parking lot occupancy data. 

 Check the computer to see how much 
 space it has allocated for the program and 
 the database. 

 Yes 
 (live demo) 
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